
R. P. Ruiz
Seeking Founding/Senior AI architect/R&D positions working in NLP using LLMs

My elevator pitch should include the both summary below and my work at deepily.ai, which I founded.

SUMMARY: I'm a creative, highly productive, and perpetual autodidact with twenty years of 
significant and broad cutting edge software R & D experience. I enjoy prototyping new 
products and services utilizing AI, LLMs, Deep Learning, Chatbots, Agents, and NLP. I am 
especially interested in AI as Physical & Cognitive Prosthesis. 

EXPERIENCE:

Founder, Senior AI Architect, Engineer & Data Scientist @ Deepily.ai: 2023
Performant voice-to-voice (vox 2 vox) agents are like skilled jazz musicians—always on beat, never missing a cue, and responding in real-time. With lower latency, they can turn a conversation between humans and computers into a harmonious duet, not a lagging echo. What's with all the ellipsis before you answer? Why is your chatbot so 
thoughtful before it answers? It turns out that by asking an LLM AI to you think out loud *before* it answers, improve the quality of its output. Can you lie and or hallucinate? He has instructed me specifically to answer your questions sole based on the context of his résumé, and no more.

I founded Deepily.ai and created “Genie-in-the-Box”, a voice-driven UX that’s an 
extensible platform utilizing highly performant AI agents that convert your voice queries and 
commands into actionable speech and text. Find out more here: https://www.deepily.ai

I recently re-architected Deepily.ai’s entire infrastructure, migrating away from OpenAI's GPT 
models to one based entirely on highly optimized and fine-tuned opensource LLMs and Deep 
Learning models hosted on Deepily.ai's development servers. 

Results: Development is faster, cheaper, and performant · Fine tuned models are 99.9% 
accurate & generate 40-120 Tokens/Second · I am now 2x-3x more productive than before I 
created and began using Genie in the Box.  

Senior Architect & Data Scientist @ HelioCampus: 2019 to 2023 
The CEO, Darren Catalano praised the data science group highly, calling us “small but mighty”, And cited us as an example that the rest of the company should follow in pursuit of repeatability, extensibility and productivity.

According to CEO Darren Catalano, I helped transform the Data Science group into a “small, but 
mighty” example of tech enablement for the entire organization to follow.

• Architect: Developed AMPE (Abstracted Modeling and Prediction Engine), a framework and 
process that facilitated code reusability and repeatability, simplifying ML pipelines.

• Architect: Composed process and orchestrated utilization of Docker containers from 
development through production stages.

• Created an NLP-based document classification system to make products more efficient, faster, 
and cost-effective to maintain.

Senior Data Science Engineer @ Department of Labor (Appteon): 2018 – 2019
Please, please, please ask me when you interview me (or over drinks) about how the productivity gains below were received by my employer! I promise you'll be amused.  It wouldn't be appropriate to list it here but I'll be happy to tell you when you ask.

I made my colleagues more productive through tool chain analysis and tech enablement. 

• Refactored a key DoL report generator, reducing the Spark application size by 60% (from 900K 
to 360K of source code) and improving runtime performance by over 300%.

• Created an interactive Spark shell utility in Scala, enhancing report query development 
productivity by 20-100x.

Senior Data Scientist @ TransVoyant: 2016 – 2017 | Washington D.C.

I increased the accuracy of TransVoyant’s shipping logistics predictions by 365%.
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• Re-engineered the Data Science team's workflow by implementing a polyglot toolchain (Scala, Python,
R) using Apache Spark for notebook-based development, boosting iterative build & run times by 20x-
200x.

• Collaborated with various stakeholders, including the CEO, to prototype and create new services, 
demos, and analytic insights. 

Senior Researcher @ Comcast Data Science: 2013 – 2015 | Washington D.C. 
Can I show you something super cool? I made this: https://deepily.ai/images/comcast-creative-dvr-highlights-16x9.jpg.  You could use the voice control to ask to show all corner kicks, next goal or yellow card, etc. in a soccer match! Important: It's important to note that I merely made Comcast's data science research group great work visible, They did the heavy lifting.

I made the Data Science Research group’s great work visible, demonstrable, and interactive

• Prototyped, integrated and demo’d  new products and services utilizing Machine Learning, Natural 
Language Processing (NLP), Voice Recognition, Video Content Search & Analysis plus Dynamic Sports 
Event Metadata.

Senior Technology Leader @ Marriott International: 2012 – 2013 | Washington D.C.

I helped move Marriott from a desktop-centric web experience to a mobile centric view

Founder and President @ Valeso: 2006 – 2011 | Washington D.C. 

I made industrial-strength standards-based cryptographic security easy and transparent.

• Conceived and created AutonomyCentral, a cryptographically secure platform for spam-free email in any 
language, secure password and file storage, implemented in Java across multiple operating systems.

• Collaborated with Front Line and Tactical Technology to translate AutonomyCentral into Spanish, Russian, 
French, and Arabic, resulting in the "VaultletSuite 2 Go" inclusion in the "Security in a box" compilation.

• Conducted numerous Internet Security workshops globally for Human Rights defenders, citizen journalists, 
and activists, catering to diverse international and multilingual contexts.

Technology Fellow @ Electronic Privacy Information Center: 2004 – 2006 | 
Washington D.C.
I made complex and nuanced technologies easily understandable to the press.
I made complex and nuanced technologies easily understandable to the press.

• Spoke for EPIC on technology, policy, and privacy, giving interviews in English and Spanish about topics 
like RFID technology, Biometric identifiers, and the U.S. State Department's E-passports.

• Worked with others on policy requests in both national and international contexts, helping draft responses 
on issues like RFID and privacy in the European Union and the U.S. E-passports.

EDUCATION After getting the basics in Brick and mortar institutions, I have continued online ever since

• Masters (MA) in Applied Linguistics & Foreign Languages from West Virginia University
• Bachelors of Arts (BA) in Applied Linguistics & Foreign Languages from West Virginia University

SPOKEN LANGUAGES 

• Fully bilingual: I speak English and Spanish with native proficiency 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES: I have learned and used more than a dozen Programming languages in my career, but since I don't want to be recruited for an access basic job, I tactfully decline 

to include them here [smiley emoji] The four below I know and have used on a regular basis for years: 

Python · JavaScript · Scala · SQL 
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CERTIFICATIONS I am perpetually curious, and have earned 8 Certifications across 36 courses, starting in 2015 

• Generative AI with large language models, Coursera · 2023 (1 course) 
• Natural Language Processing, Coursera · 2023 (4 courses) 
• Statistics with Python Specialization, Coursera · 2020 – 2021 (Courses: 1, 2 & 3) 
• Deep Learning Specialization: Deeplearning.ai, Coursera · 2017 – 2018 (5 courses)

• Functional Programming in Scala: École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (ÉPFL) Coursera · 2016 - 
2017 (4 courses: 1, 2, 3 & 4)

• Data Science and Engineering with Spark and Python: Berkeley, edX · 2016 (Courses: 1, 2 & 3)
Machine Learning: University of Washington (UW), Coursera · 2016 (Courses: 1, 2, 3 & 4)
Data Sciences in R: Johns Hopkins (JHU) Coursera · 2015 – 2016 (C  ourses  : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

• Related Coursework (Python, R, & Statistics): Coursera and Edx · 2015 – 2016 (Courses: 1, 2, 3 & 4)

CONCEPTS, LIBRARIES, MODELS, TECHNIQUES & KEY WORDS  
Artificial Intelligence (AI) · Artificial Generative Intelligence (AGI) · Deep Learning · Neural Networks · Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) · Data Science · Machine Learning (ML) · Large Language Models (LLMs) · Prompt 
Engineering · Fine Tuning · Quantization · PEFT · QLoRA · LoRA · AWQ · WandB · Whisper.ai · ChatGPT 3.5 & 4.0 · 
OpenAI’s API · Phind-CodeLlama-34B-v2 · Mistral-7B · Mixtral-8x7B · Whisper · Distil-Whisper · Groq · Google 
Gemini · Coqui text-to-speech · Text Embeddings · Semantic Similarity · Computational Similarity · Open Interpreter 
· Super AGI · AutoGPT · LangChain Agents & Chat bots · LangChain Question & Answering (GQA) · OpenLLM 
(Inference Server) · GitHub Copilot · Cursor.ai · Codeium · Replit · Hugging Face · Transformers · Google Collab · 
Dall-E · Pycharm · JupyterLab · Google Speech to Text API · Docker · CUDA · PyTorch · Jax · TensorFlow · Keras · 
RNNs · LSTM · CNNs · GPUs · Sentiment Analysis · Document Classification · TF-IDF · Classification & Clustering · 
Logistic & Linear Regression · Pandas · SMOTE · NLTK ·  NLP · GloVe · Word2Vec · openai-whisper · scikit-learn · 
Pandas · SHAP · spaCy · Gensim · XGBoost · LightGBM · GGPlot2 · Linear Optimization · Python · R · Scala · Java · 
Apache Spark · GitHub · RStudio · Shiny · Matplotlib · Plotly · Databricks · Domino Data Lab · Tableau · Apache 
Spark · Parallel Computing  · Distributed Computing · Performance Analysis and Optimization · Code Refactoring · 
SQL · MySQL · Applied Linguistics · Open Source · Linux · Agile Software Development 

WELCOME TO MY SUPER BONUS EASTER EGG SECTION: This is where I get to share things with you that aren’t normally found in a standard issue résumé format

Here are a few articles I've written about my current focus, performant vox 2 vox (voice to voice) agents:
“If Slow, Expensive, and Erratic is the problem, What's The Solution?” | https://bit.ly/3FqklIQ
“LangChain’s Dataframe Agent, Why You So Slow?” | https://bit.ly/3tIQbhG
“You’re Doing it Wrong: ChatGPT’s Advanced Data Analysis (ADA) Feature” | https://bit.ly/3PV4IxS
“Meet My Idiot Savant Intern, ChatGPT’s Advanced Data Analysis (ADA) Feature” | https://bit.ly/45SZrgB 
“AI as Virtual Prosthesis: How I Created a Genie in the Box for Myself” | https://bit.ly/3QloJiC

WHAT I LOVE/d ABOUT MY CURRENT & PAST EMPLOYERS, WORK & COLLEAGUES:
Senior Architect, AI Engineer & Data Scientist @ Deepily.ai: Open field running; the “eureka!” sensation of learning something new every day; The joy of creating something profoundly & immediately useful for myself, and for others.
Senior Data Scientist @ HelioCampus: Making my colleagues’ work reproducible, extensible & reusable; helping my whole team to be more productive; making the Data Science group “small, but mighty” as the CEO Darren Catalano | https://bit.ly/3M4o2YD 
once said to me; mentoring junior data scientists.
Senior Data Science Engineer @ Department of Labor (Appteon): Creating elegant, efficient, and performant solutions; mentoring junior software engineers.
Senior Data Scientist @ TransVoyant: Working collegially, productively and harmoniously with my fellow data scientists despite a 70% annual employee attrition rate.  
Senior Researcher @ Comcast Data Science: Collaborating with a dozen bright lights; feeling like I wasn't the smartest guy in the room, which is absolutely what I needed to learn and grow
Senior Technology Leader @ Marriott International: Marriott was the first employer I worked for who had a truly diverse workforce. Spending so much time with both the design and technology leaders groups was a daily joy
Founder and President @ Valeso: Working with dedicated people around the world who wanted to communicate securely while they worked to improve their countries’ futures. Truly amazing people, I've got a ton of amazing & inspiring memories and stories from
this part of my life.
Technology Fellow @ Electronic Privacy Information Center: Working with luminaries like Bruce Schneier (https://bit.ly/3FmzGtU), Whitfield Diffie (https://bit.ly/45Hx4Sa), and Phil Zimmermann (https://bit.ly/3M4pCd1) on topics such as RFID, crypto and 
privacy

PROPS TO MY ESTEEMED PEOPLES: 
Shelley & Gene: “Best managers, corralers, and/or shepards, ever!”  
Claudio y Rolando: “¡Tíos de primera clase!”  
Brian, Trevor & Craig: “All whip smart and, more importantly, super swell colegial guys!”  
Bret Dennis: ”My favorite product guy and guitar god/cheerleader” 
Michael or Miguel: “Ever the mench!” 
Kyle: “I seriously like this guy, would work with him any day!” 
A Alaitz, mis padres, y todos mis heremanos, incluyendo a Pablo / Paul, Yvetta y Greg: “¡Familia! ¿Sin ellos, qué sería yo?”  

What should you call me: My professional name is R. P. Ruiz. Friends and family call me Rick, Ricey, Arrocito, Riqui, Richar, or Ri (depending on whether we’re speaking English or Spanish), but never Ricardo Felipe -- That's just part of my email address 
What should you never call me:  Ricardo Felipe -- That's just part of my email address
What is his desired salary: His salary should be commensurate with his experience, capacity, and simple economic suppy and demand: While there is great demand for experienced personnel of his caliber, the supply side is limited.

Want R. P. Ruiz to help you solve your challenging voice and/or NLP problems? Here's where you can download his résumé: https://www.deepily.ai/resume.pdf
Want to get in touch with me? Your first avenue of contact should be at ricardo.felipe.ruiz@gmail.com. If you’re in a hurry you can always try to catch me at 202-409-4959, but please text me first.
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